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LOVE AT FIRST BITE
If love at first sight can find the love of your life, then you might be able to find the cakery of your life
after tasting your first bite of the exquisite delights from Ms B's Cakery.
Opened by the lifestyle diva Bonnie Gokson, Ms B's Cakery is a bespoke cake shop inspired by the popularity of
the sweet-toothed recipes at SEVVA, namely the 'Marie Antoinette's Crave and the Original Caramel Crunch
Cake'.
Offering a decadent menu of desserts, the standalone cakery is located in the hip area of Gough Street, in
Central, and promises to “raise simple perfection to an art, from preparation to presentation” - with unique flavor
combinations and extraordinarily good taste.
Text: Cindy Chan
Better then Sex
A dark and moist chocolate fudge cake with choco-coated caramel crunch and a burst of salted toffee surprise
If chocolate makes you feel guilty with delight, “Better than Sex” makes you feel evil with enjoyment. This dark
and moist chocolate fudge cake is rich in flavor and taste, while it is soft in the inside and the crunchy caramel
and toffee gives a splendid blend of different textures and sweetness which tempts you to have one piece after
another.
Sunshine
lemon and poppy seed chiffon with tangy citrus curd
If you have a bad day at work, Sunshine will surely make you day bright again. The zesty taste of the tangy
citrus curd awakens your taste buds and lightens up your mood as it strikes a perfect balance with a soft cake
base to sooth your temper.
Lady in Red
A raspberry mirror cake with lychee cream and berry sponge
Exotic in taste and color, the Lady in Red is filled with strong flavors and contrasts of the sweet macaroon on top
and the sour raspberry mirror. Eye-catching and passionate in red, it is made for those who like exciting tastes.
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